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A Word from the Chair

Mike Sprange, Chair
This year I am particularly delighted to introduce the
annual report for IDRS for 2016-2017, in its 30th year
of operation.
It has been a year of massive challenge for us, as it
has for so many not for profit organisations working
in the disability sector.
As the transition to the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS) progresses, there are an increasing
number of circumstances where gaps between the
old and new models of funding are causing many
non-government organisations concern about their
very survival.
We are not alone here but have been particularly
fortunate in a number of ways:
•

we have reviewed our strategic plan and are in
the process of its implementation,

•

we have created a new corporate profile and
corporate identity, and boosted our social media
presence,

•

Above all we have engaged with our stakeholders
including those in government and especially the
Department of Justice about our quest for future
financial viability.

We have been exceptionally pleased and delighted
with the response from so many organisations with
whom we deal, and their resounding support for
the work we do. It has enabled us to make powerful
and convincing submissions to the state government
which we now understand will give us the funding
assurances we need for the future.

Through the year, and on a continuing basis, the
Productivity Commission has been investigating
issues surrounding the implementation of the NDIS
and the issues surrounding the interface between
NDIS funded services through individual packages
and the mainstream services which the States have
a continuing responsibility to deliver. We remain
concerned that many services critical to those with
disability, may not survive the transition process.
IDRS commences the 17-18 financial year in great
shape, not only with a very satisfactory financial
result for the 16-17 year, but with new sources of
funds to help us grow and strengthen our business.
More of that, no doubt, in next year’s report.
This will be my final annual report as IDRS Chair. It has
been a challenging year, and I want to thank Janene
Cootes IDRS Executive Officer, who has driven our
engagement process, guided our contacts with NSW
Government at many levels, as well as leading IDRS
with passion, and inspiring her management team
and staff with her energy and commitment.
I have also had the opportunity through the year to
spend time with the IDRS team and their hard work
and support is also really phenomenal.
It has been a great pleasure to serve in the role of
Chair over the last few years, and I want to thank
the Board for their support, hard work, energy and
insight, especially in this very demanding year.
Finally I want to thank the NSW Attorney General,
Mark Speakman, and his chief of staff, for their
engagement with us over the past year.

There are so many organisations who have declared
their support for IDRS that it is impossible to mention
them all here. Suffice to say we have been humbled
and delighted by their kind actions and positive support.
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Executive Officer Reflections

Janene Cootes, Executive Officer
As for many disability organisations, 2016-17 has
been an exceptionally challenging year for IDRS as we
have worked to plot a path to secure viability of our
services for people with intellectual disability beyond
June 2018.
This challenge led to development of a new IDRS
Strategic Plan and the opportunity to review and
refresh our central purpose of ‘making rights real’ for
people with intellectual disability and the core values
of ‘justice, respect and persistence’ that underpin
our work. We have been working hard on our single
most important immediate goal of securing funding
to support our services into the future and are now
optimistic about achieving this goal.
The year has seen a further 20% increase in the
number of people with disability using IDRS services.
In the past 12 months 1,369 people with intellectual
disability have used IDRS services. Many of these
people have been involved with multiple IDRS
services on multiple occasions.
They may have received legal assistance; a support
person in court or in a police station; advocacy
support to link with services so that their child would
not be removed from their care; help with an appeal
about a decision of the National Disability Insurance
Agency (NDIA); joined IDRS rights training or a peer
support network or had help from IDRS to complete
their application to become a participant in the NDIS.
New opportunities have arisen during the year. A key
opportunity has been NDIS Appeals funding from the
Commonwealth Department of Social Services. This
funding means that IDRS can now support people
with disability or their families to appeal against
decisions of the National Disability Insurance Agency
(NDIA) to the Administrative Appeals Tribunal. We can
also provide information and guidance at the earlier
stage where someone is asking the NDIA to review a
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decision it has made. There is high demand and take
up of this new service.
This year, perhaps more than ever, I am grateful to
the IDRS staff team who are so single minded, skilled,
creative and good humoured in ‘making rights real’
for people with intellectual disability. It is a privilege
to lead such a dedicated team.
The IDRS Board have worked particularly hard during
2016-17 strengthening IDRS for the future. I thank
them for their patience, leadership and guidance.
Mike Sprange has foreshadowed that he will stand
down as Chair of IDRS at the 2017 Annual General
Meeting after 8 years in this role. Mike’s contribution
to IDRS during that time has been enormous.
IDRS has grown in size and in strength under his
watch. Mike has brought to IDRS a steady hand;
huge energy; a wealth of expertise from his own
professional life; the unique insight that comes of
parenting a son with disability; great judgement and
unflinching commitment to justice and to the work of
IDRS. Mike’s integrity, determination and the respect
he engenders from those who deal with him have
been invaluable assets to IDRS especially during this
past year.
I know that I speak on behalf of the Board, the staff
and many of the people who use IDRS services in
extending heartfelt thanks to Mike for his dedication
and achievements as Chair of IDRS. I am delighted
that this is not good-bye as Mike plans to continue
as a Board member and a Justice Support volunteer
with IDRS.
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Strategic Plan – 2017 - 2019
IDRS – ‘Making Rights Real’

Our
vision

Our
purpose

Our
values

Equal rights and justice
for people with disabilities.

We are a disability advocacy service
and a community legal centre.
We work alongside people with disability
to promote and protect their rights.

JUSTICE – what we seek
RESPECT – what we give
PERSISTENCE – how we do it
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Members of the IDRS Board
IDRS relies on the time, energy and expertise of a voluntary Board of Directors to manage and steer its work.
This has been a particularly demanding year for IDRS Board members. They have given generously of their time
and expertise and have contributed to developing a new Strategic Plan 2017-19 and a Marketing Plan to guide
IDRS into the future. The challenge of securing future funding for IDRS has been a focus of the Board’s work during
2016-17. They have taken up this challenge with enormous effort and determination.

Anne Bolt

Phillipa Friedrich
(Treasurer)

Janene Cootes

Jenny Klause

Executive Officer
(ex officio)

The members
of IDRS Board
in 2016-17

Pheona Twist
(till April 2017)

Mike Sprange

Haley McEwen

(Chair)

(till December
2016)

Greg Smith
Carmelo
Raspanti
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Edwina
MacDonald

Edwina
Pickering
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Announcing IDRS Making Rights
Real Advisory Group!
IDRS was thrilled to launch its Making Rights Real Advisory group in 2016. The group operates as an advisory
group to IDRS staff and board and brings the voice and ideas of people with disability into discussions about our
organisational priorities and direction. The group informs the way we do what we do.
In its inaugural year 6 IDRS service users were invited to nominate to become members of the group. Members
were selected based on their interest in the rights of people with disability, their personal experiences in standing
up for their rights and their understanding of the work and role of IDRS.
The current members of the Making Rights Real group are:

Kirra
Cochrane

Dean
Elliott

Shailaja
Menon

Dale
Robinson

Joseph
Taouk

Kathy
Provis

The work of the Making Rights Real group is to:
•

Advise IDRS staff and board about issues affecting people with intellectual disability

•

Help choose IDRS staff

•

Help IDRS make resources for people with intellectual disability

•

Make sure rights forum members on the board have their say

•

Have a say on important rights issues for people with intellectual disability

The group meets monthly. Members are paid for their time and expertise. An IDRS educator supports the work of
the group. Members bring issues to the group and IDRS staff and board also bring agenda items to the group to
get their advice.
In the short time that they have been meeting the group has had significant impact. IDRS is excited to see its
role develop as time progresses. The group has been actively involved in the campaign to ensure that advocacy
organisations continue to receive government funding. They have assisted to identify key strategic areas of rights
for IDRS to focus on. Members have been on interview panels to select IDRS staff and have played a role in
informing the rebranding of IDRS…most importantly the Making Rights Real group injects a sense of fun every step
of the way!
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The Year in a Nutshell

270

Legal advices to people
under arrest

727
Legal advices

89

1,521

Legal cases

Court supports for people
with intellectual disability

38

Victims of crime
supported to make
a statement to police

23

New Justice Support
volunteers trained

8

150

After hours/weekend
legal advice to people
under arrest

245

People under arrest
supported by IDRS
Justice Support

97

Supports for prisoners
in audio-visual
court appearances
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48

Parents with intellectual
disability who had
legal assistance

102

People participated
in Your Rights
Your Life Courses

204

40

30

Parents with intellectual
disability receiving
disability advocacy

Police trained by IDRS

5

Court supports for
parents with
intellectual disability

392

Disability and community
workers trained by IDRS

15

New volunteer
solicitors trained

61

People supported
through NDIS
access and planning

People participating
in peer support
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Thank You to IDRS volunteers
Volunteers play a huge role at IDRS. Their generosity
enables IDRS to reach far more people across much
more of NSW than we otherwise could. Their impact
in providing legal advice and in supporting justice for
people with intellectual disability in NSW is enormous.
In this year when IDRS has been actively seeking
support from magistrates, judges, Legal Aid NSW,
Aboriginal Legal Service, government and

non-government disability services we have heard
first-hand of the respect and appreciation that our
volunteers have earned in both the justice system
and the disability sector.
We thank every volunteer for your continuing support
and congratulate you on the reputation you have
achieved in the community.

Legal Volunteers
IDRS thanks:
Andrew Harrison for his volunteer work as a legal assistant 2 days a week at IDRS, we are delighted that
Andrew has this year become part of the Justice Support staff team and
Julie Claridge and Alex Rollason for their work as volunteer solicitors each volunteering one day each week
with IDRS
Students Maureen Randall, Alison Dawes and Emily West who completed placements with IDRS, making
great contributions to our work.
Volunteer solicitors providing urgent legal advice in the evening and at weekends for people with
intellectual disability under arrest.
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Blair, Michael

Fogarty, Ben

Mojtahedi, Golnaz

Boctor, Peter

Hogan, Kayt

Pietrini, Rhonda Lewis

Bond, Sara

Ibbott, Kim

Rice, Maree

Borg, Joseph

Kable, Linda

Rollason, Alex

Chau Hua, Michelle

Kishore, Joselyn

Snelgrove, Peter John

Cleaves, Peter

Laidler, Mansell

Stimpson, Claire

Comino, Nick

Lee, Ka-ling Karen

Turnbull, Megan

Cosgrove, Steven

Lewis, Samantha

Wallace, James

Doust, Katherine

Maranis, Sylvia

Weir, John

Elston, Diane

McGhee, Peter

Wong, Shine

Elve, Pinar

Mockler, Denis
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Justice Support Volunteers
Sydney
Bargen, Jennifer
Bennett, Pamela
Bland, Bruce
Cahill, Ken
Corbould, Elizabeth
Costello, Michael
Cowan, Linda
Dawes, Alison
Deschamps, Dianne
Eldridge, Veronica
Ellis, Peter
Fredericks, Michael
Goninan, Margaret
Hudson, Anne
Jennings, Margaret
Logan, Christine
Lukic, Catherine
Mahon, Jenny
Mehmed, Ozlem
McInerney, Marita
McKenzie, Kathryn
McKinnon, Sue
Milne, Jeanette
Moore, Elizabeth
Moore, Richard
Nisbet, Alison
Ninovic, Venessa
O’Keeffe, Greg
O’Keeffe, Harold
Paul, Calum
Porter, Jan
Randall, Maureen
Raymond, Eunice

Volunteers providing police station, court and other justice
support for victims and defendants with intellectual disability.

Riley, Gavin
Roe, Sharon
Sprange, Mike
Soriano, Andrea
Starr, Elizabeth
Thomas, Julie
Tsoukalas, Kathy
Wood, John
Wright-Sampson,
Tamara
Zarifi, Maria
Hunter
Arvidson, Kaitlin
Beck, Margaret
(Maggie)
Ball, Loretta
Caruana, Anthony
Hale, Emma
Hincks, Tessa
Jones, Peter
Lavender, Chloe
Mortell, Jacinta
Newman, Julie
Phillips, Jan
Pinchen, Joyce
Purser, Isabel
Rowe, Leonie May
Rudinsky, Carolyn
Rumley, Lynne
Warnick, Geoff
Warnick, Lorraine
Weir, James
Williams, Ruth
Wilson, Tania

Illawarra, Southern
Arnold, Sandra
Barnett, Michael
Chung, Elisa
Connelly, Michael
Frost, Terry
Hall, Warwick
Hancock, Susan
Hartman, June
Hayes, Rhonda
Kerr, Margaret
Liddle, Barbara
Lloyd, Cookie
Patrick, Dianne
Phillips, Sharon
Puckeridge, Margit
Raymond, John
Shea, Brenda
Speers, Kathy
Tomkins, Raymond
Upton, Norm
Watson, Maxine
Watt, John
Windsor, Christine

Outreach areas
includes Mid-North
Coast, Central Coast,
Central West, Riverina
Brown, Anne
Darcy, Gary
Dean, Paul
Fogarty, Carol
Gander, Dianne
Halliburton, Pam
Hastings, Debbie
Hughes, Megan
Huntley-Tol, Sylvia
Irons, Christopher
Lloyd, Sikiki
Lucas, Val
Martin, Anne
Maxwell, Susan
McLennan, Bob
Minney, Breeana
Oakwood, Meri
Passfield, Phillipa
Paull, Pelin
Petrou, Tennille
Roitman, Kathleen
Rooke, Leonie
Suters, Linda
Taig, Erica
Tanner, Eric
Thurston, Robyn
Valentine, Bruce
Whyatt, Brian
Zironda, Stephen

Volunteers also assist parents with intellectual disability
in the Children’s Court in Child Care and Protection Matters.
Beck, Maggie
Bland, Bruce

Caruana, Anthony
Christensen, Abby
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Frost, Terry
Rudinsky, Carolyn

Starr, Elizabeth
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IDRS Organisational Chart

Janene
Cootes

IDRS
Board

IDRS
Members

Executive
Officer

Legal Practice

Justice Support

Principal Solicitor:
Margot Morris

Solicitors:
Tim Chate
Jennifer Smythe
Ali Craig from April 2017

Manager: Kelly Watson

Admin Assistants:
Ingrid Ferreira – Sydney
Deihan Paulson – Illawarra
Christine Fraser – Hunter

Mitch Mulqueen – Sydney til May 2017
Jillian McCarthy (P/T) – Sydney
Jonathon Kelleher – Sydney till April 2017
Andrew Harrison – Sydney from April 2017
Mary Davidson – Hunter
Corinna Nolan – Illawarra/Shoalhaven
Jacqui Gunst – Outreach

Parents Project

Solicitor: Kenn Clift

Education &
Group Programs

Team Leader:
Benn Garcia-Lee

NDIS Appeals

Mitch Mulqueen

Dominique McGovern

Administrator: Margaret Hardman

Office Assistants (P/T):
Frances Cetinich
Rawley Reynolds

Administration

Parent Advocate: Julia Wren

Educators:
Anneke Porter-Heubeck
Alison Nisbet – till April 2017
Jonathon Kelleher – from April 2017
Aimee Chaffer – from May 2017

Admin Assistant: Ingrid Ferreira
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Co-Educators:
Robert Strike
Chris Smith
John Vesely
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Legal Assistance
IDRS Legal Assistance includes:
•

Free legal advice in person or by phone to people with intellectual disability about an extensive range of legal problems

•

Referral to legal and disability services

•

Legal advice to people with intellectual disability who are in police custody 9am – 10pm, seven days week via
staff solicitors and a network of volunteer solicitors

•

Legal casework and representation for people with intellectual disability in some cases

•

Information, training and resources for legal practitioners in NSW who are assisting clients with intellectual disability

Legal Advice
Just over one third of requests for legal advice come to IDRS directly from a person with intellectual disability.
If the person with intellectual disability is unable to understand legal advice directly, advice can be given through
others contacting IDRS if it is clear that they are calling in that person’s interest. Conflict of interest is carefully
considered whenever a third party is seeking advice on behalf of a person with disability.
Wherever possible, our solicitors will want the person with intellectual disability to be directly involved in the
advice appointment with their helper. The person with disability will always be the IDRS client.
This year IDRS provided legal advice on 727 occasions to 593 people about a wide range of legal problems.
Two thirds of requests for legal advice are about civil law problems.

IDRS Legal advice – main civil law problems
Housing
Discrimination

Consumer
(includes service agreements)

9%
6%

Employment

33%

7%
Injury
compensation

7%
13%

Domestic Violence
& Neighbourhood Dispute

25%
Guardianship, Financial management, wills
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Legal Assistance
Advice for people in police custody
IDRS was contacted to give legal advice to people with intellectual disability who were under arrest at a police
station on 270 occasions during 2016-17. Just over half these calls came after hours or at the weekend and were
taken by volunteer solicitors while IDRS solicitors managed calls received during business hours. 63% of requests
for advice were from people who were in regional or remote police stations.

IDRS legal casework
IDRS solicitors have worked on 89 cases during this year.
The casework reflects similar areas of law as the legal advice.

An emerging issue – service contracts for people on NDIS packages
IDRS has received regular requests for legal assistance from family of people with intellectual disability about
disability service contracts they have been asked to sign on behalf of their family member.
The increased demand is due to the NDIS roll out, the requirement for complex individual service contracts and
the transfer of government services to non-government organisations.
This has created a challenging environment for families. It is important that families seek legal advice if they have
concern about contracts they are being asked to sign on behalf of their family member.
Of greatest concern are the many people with intellectual disability who are unable to understand their service
contracts and have no one to look out for their interests in entering into a contract or their rights as a service user
under the contract.
IDRS is keen to assist people with intellectual disability by providing legal advice about service contracts or
possible breaches of service contracts during this period of major change.

14
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Case Studies
Legal help to make life changes
Jessica is in her 30s and has lived in the same group home for 8 years. She had been with the
same service provider for most of her life. Jessica wanted some changes in her life and the
coming of the NDIS seemed like a chance for change.
Jessica worked full time in supported employment but her wages and her pension went into an account
managed by her service provider. There were no guardianship or financial management orders in place.
This was an informal arrangement. Jessica had asked for information about her bank account but this was
refused. Although Jessica’s father had not been involved in her life for many years, the service went to him
for all decisions about Jessica. The service was discussing preparation for Jessica’s service after NDIS with
her father. He wanted everything to stay the same.
With help from an advocate, Jessica contacted IDRS for legal help to get more control of her life. She said she
wanted to make her own decisions with support from her advocate. She wanted her wages paid into an account
that she could use and she wanted more information about her pension bank account. The service had refused
both requests. Jessica didn’t like some restrictions of the group home on her life. The service consulted with
Jessica’s father and followed his instructions about all decisions.
IDRS agreed to help Jessica to get information from the group home about her money but the service
continued to refuse even though as a trustee for her money they should give her information. IDRS made
a complaint to Fair Work Australia when Jessica’s employer refused a request to pay her wages to her
rather than to her group home account. The advocate and IDRS tried to help Jessica to have a real say in
her NDIS planning.
While IDRS was helping Jessica, her father made an application to the Guardianship Division of NSW
Civil and Administrative Tribunal asking to be appointed as her guardian and financial manager. IDRS
represented Jessica at the guardianship hearing and helped her to tell the Tribunal what she wanted.
She did not want her father as her guardian or financial manager.
While short orders were made, Jessica’s wishes about who should be her guardian were upheld by the Tribunal.
Since then, with the help of her advocate, Jessica has received her NDIS plan and has made changes in both
her accommodation and her workplace. She has her own bank account which she now uses. Jessica is
unlikely to have achieved this without the help of her advocate and IDRS. In our experience many people like
Jessica are going through the NDIS process without the support they need to make changes if they wish to.

Going for a walk leads to criminal charges
Alan lives in a group home. One afternoon he went for a walk without telling his carers. This led
to a series of events which demonstrate how easily a person with intellectual disability can get
into trouble with the police.
When Alan’s carers found that Alan was missing they called the police to help find him. The police located Alan
but when they approached him Alan became very scared, upset and disoriented. The police were not able to
communicate and calm Alan. They did not realise that Alan did not understand what they wanted him to do
and was panicked. When Alan refused to go with the police and physically resisted, the police set the police
dog onto him.
Terrified, Alan tried to push the dog away. He hit out at the police when they tried to restrain him. Ultimately
Adam was taken to the police station and was charged with several counts of assault and cruelty to an animal.
IDRS wrote to the police to ask that they withdraw the charges given the circumstances, but this was
unsuccessful and the matter went to court. IDRS represented Alan at court and successfully applied for
Alan’s charges to be dismissed under Section 32 Mental Health (Forensic Provisions) Act 1990.

IDRS ANNUAL REPORT 2016-2017
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IDRS Justice Support
Criminal Justice Support Network has a new name.
We have just dropped the ‘Criminal’ label from the title but nothing else changes.
It is still the same highly respected service it has always been.
IDRS Justice Support provides support persons and advocacy for people with
intellectual disability when they come into contact with the criminal justice system
as defendants, victims or witnesses of crime.
Support is provided at court, police stations, legal interviews, juvenile justice conferencing, community sentencing
forums and court ordered mediations. Court support is provided to people with intellectual disability who are in
prison and need to attend their court hearings via audio visual link.
Justice Support relies on an extensive network of trained and dedicated volunteers to provide most supports to
people with intellectual disability at court and at police stations.
Justice Support is also available for people with intellectual disability who are arrested from 9am – 10pm seven
days a week. After hours contact number is 1300 665 908. This number will also link the person under arrest to
after hours legal advice.
Our staff are based in Sydney, the Hunter and the Illawarra/Shoalhaven. An Outreach Coordinator based in Sydney
coordinates volunteer support persons in our Outreach Service Areas on the Mid North Coast, Central Coast, the
Riverina and the Central West of NSW.

Growing Demand
In 2016-17 IDRS Justice Support has assisted 680 people with intellectual disability in their contact with the police
and courts. Support was provided on 2,069 occasions.
This represents a growth of 15% in support provided and people using the service over the previous year. Justice
Support is only able to stretch to meet this demand due to the flexible and generous efforts of its volunteer network.

680

Assisted
people with intellectual
disability in their contact
with the police & courts

16

Support was provided on

2,069
occasions

15%

growth in support provided
& people using
the service
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Thank you for support during 2016-17
During this year IDRS met with many people in the justice system including magistrates, judges, Legal Aid NSW,
Aboriginal Legal Service, Witness Assistance Service, seeking support for our efforts to secure funding for our
Justice Support Service beyond June 2018. We were heartened and encouraged by the overwhelming positive
support.
Here are just a couple of examples of how those in the criminal justice system feel IDRS Justice Support makes
a difference.

Witness Assistance Service Officer
The victim (of a serious physical assault) was an extremely vulnerable gentleman in custody with an
intellectual disability. Without the assistance and presence of a CJSN support person I don’t believe the
victim would have continued the matter and completed evidence.
The IDRS simply went above and beyond in this matter in ensuring he understood his rights and had the
opportunity to voice his concerns.
They ensured the victim had a support person present within the court room and actively engaged with the
DPP to ensure their interactions and conduct was within the scope of what was appropriate for the person.
The Crown Prosecutor also wanted to ensure I had passed on his thanks to the service.

Legal Aid NSW
A vulnerable client’s matter went over three years. The IDRS gave the client excellent support from the
beginning. IDRS attended court with the client on 19 occasions including during his fitness hearing and a
special hearing and sentence before the District Court.
This provided an enormous amount of assistance over the two weeks of the special hearing including
making sure the client
•

Attended court at the right place and time

•

Understood his proceedings

•

Made sure the client was OK

•

Made sure the client came back to court after breaks

IDRS workers also attended numerous conferences with the client’s lawyer and counsel. They made sure
the client understood the process and would ask and follow up responses to questions. They assisted the
client in obtaining documents from his home which avoided unnecessary delays in his matter.

IDRS ANNUAL REPORT 2016-2017
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IDRS Justice Support
People with disability in prison and the NDIS
Two major issues for people in the criminal justice system identified by Justice Support in the transition to NDIS
have been:
•

Increased difficulty in being able to get services involved in time to support a realistic bail application to be put
to the court. Very often it is the person’s unmet disability and social needs that leave the court little option but
to remand the person in custody, and

•

Difficulty in getting an NDIS plan and securing services to enable an inmate with disability to get out of prison
with the necessary disability support services

In the past the Community Justice Program of NSW Family and Community Services was able to accept referrals
for people who were in prison and to begin working with them while they were still in prison to prepare for
release with appropriate support. This was available to people on remand, ready to be released on parole or at
the end of their sentence.
There is now no clear pathway to achieve a well-planned, supported release from prison for people with disability.
IDRS joined with others in Australians for Disability Justice to provide evidence to the Parliamentary Standing
Committee on National Disability Insurance Scheme to voice concerns that people with disability are being
remanded in prison more often and are remaining there for longer periods due to confusion and no clear quick
pathway to achieve disability support services.

“

I have been volunteering
for Justice Support for
2 years. I cannot think of
one time when my presence
during a court support did
not make a difference.

”

18
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Case Study
JULIE – in prison due to lack of disability support
Julie was arrested on a charge of malicious damage. IDRS supported Julie during her
court matter. Before going into custody Julie lived independently in the community with
her husband who also has Intellectual disability. Not long before she was arrested her husband was
admitted to hospital and was unable to return home. Julie lost her accommodation as she was not on
the lease.
Justice Support tried to arrange services for Julie to avoid prison but could not get services in place in
time. Julie was refused bail by the police and then by the court as there was nowhere to release her
to, she was homeless.
Julie lived in an area that had already transitioned to the NDIS but she was not an NDIS participant.
She had not heard of the NDIS. Julie is a good example of the many people with disability who are
likely to miss out on NDIS because they are not connected and have no family or other support to
access NDIS. We find there is no point of support for people in this situation to apply for NDIS.
Julie needed an application to be made to NDIA if she was to get out of custody. A planner from
the NDIA had a phone interview with Julie while she was in prison and determined that she was
eligible for an $11,000 package. This was totally inadequate to meet Julie’s disability needs and the
magistrate’s expectations so bail was refused again on her next court date.
To action the package Julie had to choose and engage a Co-ordinator of Supports (COS), who could
start the work to link her with services. Julie did not have capacity to do this herself further delaying
the court process. A combined effort of Corrective Services and IDRS Justice Support eventually
achieved the appointment of a COS.
Further delays resulted from the need for Julie to sign the contract to engage the COS and to seek a
review of the NDIS plan in order to satisfy the magistrate that she could be released with adequate
service. The next bail application was also denied. Eventually, accommodation was sourced in a
house with 4 residents and 24 hour support.
In the meantime, Julie’s solicitor began to doubt Julie’s fitness to plead. The solicitor arranged for
Julie to see a Clinical Psychologist via Audio Visual Link for a fitness assessment. Based on the report,
Julie was found unfit to plead and a permanent stay was granted on her matter on the next date.
As a result she was released from prison.
By this time Julie had spent over 3 months in prison before being released. Based on the seriousness
of the offence and the fact that she had only had one minor charge 7 years prior, it seems unlikely
that Julie would have been remanded in custody if she had had a place to live and adequate disability
support. The system was not able to respond quickly enough to avoid her going to prison or to get
accommodation and services to enable her to get out of prison.
We fear more people with intellectual disability will find themselves in prison for long periods as a
result of delays in getting disability support.
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Case Study
Matthew – Simple things that make a big difference
Matthew was very particularly grateful when, as usual, the Justice Support volunteer rang to
remind him about his court appointment the following day. “There is no way I would have
remembered if you didn’t ring me”, Matthew said. Matthew has brain damage from an accident in his
teenage years. As a result he has significant memory problems.
When Matthew missed an appointment for a psychological assessment the volunteer understood why
and explained to his solicitor. A new appointment was made. The appointment was important so that the
solicitor would have evidence of Matthew’s disability to put to the court. The solicitor could then apply
for a diversionary order under s32 Mental Health (Forensic Provisions) Act 1990 NSW.
Before the next appointment, the volunteer rang Matthew a couple of days before and then again the night
before the appointment. She made sure that he wrote down the appointment details and put is somewhere
he would see in the morning. He was nervous and she offered to meet him so they could walk to the
appointment together. Matthew was ready and waiting at the time arranged the next day.
Matthew’s charge was dismissed under a S32 order. Without support it is quite likely that Matthew would
have missed court dates and more assessment appointments. He may not have had the evidence to get
such a good result at court.

“

I spent a whole day with a very
anxious victim of sexual assault in a
safe room. There were lots of tears.
Several times she wanted to leave
but she managed to give evidence
via video link at the end of that
long day with confidence
and a clear voice.

”
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Parents Project
The Parents Project is a specialist service offered by IDRS to parents with intellectual disability.
The Project assists parents who have either had their children removed from their care by Family and Community
Services, or who are at risk of having their children removed. The Project is funded by the Public Purpose Fund of
the Law Society of NSW through Community Legal Centres Funding Program of Legal Aid NSW.
In 2016-17, the Parents Project also received funding from the Care Partner program to provide legal assistance
and advocacy to parents with intellectual disability who are involved in ‘early intervention’ processes with Family
and Community Services (FACS).
The Parents Project employs a part time solicitor and a part time parent advocate.

Parents Project strategies
Using a range of legal and non-legal approaches to advocate for individuals and systemic change the Parents
Project provides:
•

Legal advice, casework and representation to parents with intellectual disability in child care and protection
matters

•

Non-legal advocacy and support for parents with intellectual disability and those who support them

•

Support person for parents at Children’s Court in child care and protection matters

•

Capacity building among professionals working with parents with intellectual disability – primarily disability
advocates and support workers, child protection workers, lawyers and court staff

•

Input into relevant policy debates and law reform processes and lobbies for systemic change that will improve
the outcomes for families where a parent has intellectual disability.
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Parents Project
Parents assisted by the project
This year the Parents Project provided assistance to
Service

Number of parents assisted

Legal Advice and casework

48

Non-legal advocacy and casework

30

Support person at court

40

National Disability Insurance Scheme
With the transition to the National Disability Insurance Scheme becoming the predominant source of funding for
disability support in NSW, a major role for the Parents Project disability advocate this year has been supporting
parents with intellectual disability through their application to be an NDIS participant, pre-planning, planning
meetings and in some cases through engaging services.
She has supported 6 mothers through the process so far. This has been an extremely time consuming but
worthwhile investment with good outcomes achieved. Meeting the mother’s disability support needs, especially
if this begins during pregnancy, can potentially impact the child remaining with the birth family.
Our concern is that there is no support built into the NDIS system itself to facilitate mothers like these to access
NDIS. They usually are not connected to services and have little or no natural support in their lives. Their
experience leads them to be suspicious of services. There is a high risk that they will miss out.

Statewide delivery of training for disability and community workers
This year IDRS Parents’ Project has had the opportunity through the Disability Justice Project to deliver our one
day training program ‘Making Sense of the System – supporting parents with cognitive disability through care and
protection’ throughout NSW.
Training has been provided to hundreds of disability and community workers in 12 venues around NSW. There has
been great interest in the course with very positive feedback.

“Hearing about the experience
of birth parents especially
parents with cognitive
disability was all new to me.”
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“I learned a lot from all the real
life examples and hearing a
solicitor explain child care and
protection law and the system
in a way I can understand.
Great course, thank you.”
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Case Study
Mum succeeds against the odds
Tina is an Aboriginal mum who was referred to the Parents Project by FACS when she
was pregnant with her second child. She had one child already in care and so there was
a high chance that the second baby would be removed from her care at birth, a s106A removal. Tina
herself was in care as a child and has only tenuous support from her own family.
Tina has experienced serious domestic violence.
Parents Project case worker invested time in building a relationship of trust and practical support with
Tina. The kinds of support that Parents Project provided included:
•

Advocacy and support at meetings with FACS

•

Legal advice

•

Support to clean her home

•

Support to learn parenting skills and establish a routine

•

Support to educate in home intensive parent support services about how to engage with Tina
and how to present information to her

•

Support to get a mental health care plan

•

Support to access the NDIS – applying, planning and especially finding appropriate support
workers.

•

Support to access services including Karitane and a DV course.

•

Support dealing with NSW Trustee and Guardian

Tina did a great job preparing for her baby and was allowed to bring her child home. FACS insisted
on in home support services but these did not always work well for Tina. Tina complained that while
some support workers just observed her but did not help, others were overbearing and took over. She
was confused and felt like giving up. The Parents Project worker pulled everyone together to clarify
roles and responsibilities. She advocated on Tina’s behalf so that services were more responsive to her
needs and level of comprehension.
Tina’s baby is thriving. Tina herself is thriving and FACS is now planning to close Tina’s case.
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Education, Capacity Building
and Peer Support
IDRS education, capacity building and peer support aims to:
•

Build the capacity of people with intellectual disability to understand their rights and responsibilities, feel
confident to stand up for their rights and know how to get help with their rights if they need it. We develop
resources to support this goal

•

Build the capacity of people with intellectual disability to support their peers

•

Create opportunities for the growth of peer support networks to foster relationship, connections and social
inclusion

•

Support the capacity of people with intellectual disability to be educators and spokespersons for themselves
and for other people with intellectual disability

•

Provide education to those who support people with intellectual disability with legal and rights problems
including family, friends, disability support workers, community workers and advocates

•

Build the capacity of the community, particularly the justice sector, to respect and respond more effectively to
the needs of and rights of people with intellectual disability. To this end we provide training to police, lawyers
and other justice personnel

•

Provide individual advocacy support to people with limited supports and intellectual disability to access the
NDIS and/or other community and mainstream supports

•

Support research that is inclusive and seeks to work with people with intellectual disability to advance
their rights

We do this by
•

Working collaboratively with people with intellectual disability

•

Providing opportunities for people with intellectual disability to build their confidence and skills and connect
with other people with shared experiences

•

Designing, developing and implementing training packages for the supporters of people with disability that
are evidence based, practical and skills focused

•

Taking an interagency and collaborative approach to providing education and support to people with
intellectual disability
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Our Focus Areas in 2016-2017
Group based rights training
“I have learned more about my rights and I like that I
have as much rights as anyone else”
Your Life Your Rights participant
Again we had a successful year offering our Your Life Your
rights course to young people with cognitive disabilities
in Transition to work programs. Every one of these four
module courses is planned and co-delivered with an IDRS
educator with intellectual disability.
In 2016-17, 102 people participated in the Your Rights
Your Life courses.

Disability Justice Project
IDRS is partner with Centre for Community Welfare Training and Life Without Barriers in designing and
delivering the Disability Justice Project (DJP). This 2 year project funded by Family and Community
Services aims to build capacity of the disability sector to work more effectively with people with cognitive
disability who are involved with the justice system or are at risk of involvement with the justice system.
IDRS developed and co-delivered with Aboriginal educators one of the foundation courses of the DJP:
Navigating the criminal justice system. The course was delivered at 27 locations around the state. IDRS
also developed and delivered Supporting Young people in the Criminal Justice System across the state and
has developed a course on Supporting Victims which will be roll out in the second half of 2017.
What participants said about the courses:
“I found so much of this training useful. It really exceeded my expectations and covered a lot of policies
that I didn’t expect and was really helpful for my work”. (From Victims services employee).
“All the content was very useful and informative. The trainer was excellent, very engaging”.
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Education, Capacity Building
and Peer Support
Peer Support Networks
IDRS was thrilled to receive a continuation of Disability Support Organisation funding in consortium with the
NSW Council for Intellectual Disability in 2016-2017. This funding has enabled IDRS to continue to resource
and facilitate peer support networks, focusing on socially isolated people, many of whom have particularly
disadvantaged backgrounds. This year 61 people have been members in peer support networks.
IDRS online peer support group was launched in 2016. This is a ‘closed’ group on Facebook that people
with intellectual disability can request to join. The group has 79 members and is a live dynamic space
where people connect, share experiences and support each other. It is a safe space and is monitored
by IDRS staff. Members are vetted before they enter the group and all posts are reviewed before being
published online.
Members:
•

Share updates of their lives – holidays,
pets, events

•

Share frustrations – eg about being poorly
treated because of their disability

•

Give feedback about issues that are important
to them eg responding to a post from a
politician asking how to make transport more
accessible – group responses were sent on

Peer support has become a cornerstone of the
IDRS approach to engaging and working alongside
marginalized people with disabilities to make
changes and find the formal and informal supports
that they want in their lives.

“

I’d definitely do things
differently – I was fed up with
my services before so I’m going to
ask for different things with the
NDIS. I do a lot of things differently
now I go to the group. I feel much
more confident

”

Peer support network
member

The achievements of people connected to the IDRS peer support networks have been an inspiration to
the whole organisation. Peer network members have gained employment, developed the confidence to
live independently, got their drivers licenses, advocated strongly for themselves with the NDIS and made
important and enduring social connections. Network members have also contributed significantly to IDRS
through moving into advisory roles within IDRS and sitting on IDRS interview panels.
A review of the IDRS peer networks highlighted that as well as connections, experiences and tangible
outcomes, participants have developed a broad range of transferable skills and useful knowledge.
The networks support members to have confidence to advocate for themselves and pursue their goals.
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Get to Know Your AVO – film project
IDRS and Self Advocacy Sydney were successful through a joint application to the Law and Justice
Foundation of NSW in receiving a grant to produce a film resource to promote understanding of AVO’s
amongst people with intellectual or other cognitive disability. The film has been completed and is
available online. Distribution is ongoing.
The film fills a gap in accessible information and resources for people with cognitive disabilities
who become involved as defendants in AVO matters. Throughout the development, production and
postproduction people with disability and people with lived experience of AVO’s provided feedback and
advice. A professional production company and professional cast and crew have ensured a polished,
entertaining and enduring film. The initial feedback from people with disability, lawyers and support
workers has been overwhelmingly positive.
A pictorial booklet reinforces the key messages of the film.
Check it out on the IDRS website: www.idrs.org.au

Police training
IDRS has continued to deliver monthly training to NSW police custody managers in the Safe Custody
Course. This year we have trained 195 police. Police consistently report that the training assists them to
identify people with intellectual disability and activate appropriate supports
“We hear so much about mental health, but we’ve never really heard much about intellectual disability,
so this was really helpful”
Custody manger, NSW police
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National Disability Insurance
Scheme Related work
Information and Access to NDIS
NSW Department of Family and Community Services has provided some additional funding to advocacy and
information organisations to assist in managing anticipated increased demand on our organisations during the roll
out of NDIS.
IDRS has used this funding to deliver accessible information about NDIS directly to people with intellectual
disability themselves in workshop groups. We have also assisted people with intellectual disability who need
significant support to make their NDIS application, consider their goals, participate in the planning meeting and
where necessary to engage with supports. These are generally people with disability who are isolated, are not
engaged with services and have little or no personal supports. They would have been extremely unlikely to benefit
from NDIS without this support.
During the year IDRS has worked with 83 people to advance their understanding of the NDIS through information
workshops and has supported 15 people to move through the NDIS process.
Our experience has revealed that the process has been difficult and especially confusing for these people and in
almost every case would have failed without our involvement.
We are very concerned that the NDIS system is not accessible to people with intellectual disability who are
without support. There is no answer about how these people will be supported to access and participate in the
NDIS process in the future.

Case Study
Encouragement and support to give NDIS a go
Rachel has been supported by IDRS Justice Support over several years with frequent
criminal justice system contact. She is in her 30s. We felt she could benefit from NDIS but
we knew she would not get there without some convincing and a lot of support.
Rachel did not know what the NDIS was and at first she was not very interested. She couldn’t see the
point of it. IDRS helped her to contact the NDIA. Rachel was very surprised to find out that was already
accepted as eligible for NDIS. Initially she had no ideas about goals or what she might want from NDIS.
After 6 hours of pre-planning support from IDRS, Rachel was ready for her planning meeting. She had
come a long way from no ideas. She wanted to be more independent. She wanted to learn to drive and
to find employment. She wanted to learn to manage her money so she could move out of her parents’
house and live on her own. IDRS supported Rachel to arrange her planning meeting and then supported
her at the planning meeting.
Rachel received funding for skill development in cooking and budgeting and to participate in social
activities. Importantly she had support coordination to help her get things organised.
During the 7 months that IDRS worked with Rachel she moved from having no supports, not knowing
about NDIS or that she had been accepted and having no plan to engage with NDIS. She is now using
various forms of support to become more independent and involved in her community. Would she have
got there on her own? We don’t think so.
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NDIS Appeals and Review
IDRS were delighted to be offered funding late in 2016-17 from Commonwealth Department of Social Services to
provide support to people with disability or their family members to appeal decisions of the National Disability
Insurance Agency (NDIA) to the Commonwealth Administrative Appeals Tribunal. We are also able to provide
information and guidance to people wanting to ask for an internal review of a decision of the NDIS.
It is early days for IDRS in delivering this service. At this early stage parents of young children with disability have
been the group most often seeking assistance with appeals. Respite, equipment and therapy have featured
significantly in the issues prompting appeals.

Case Studies
Loss of services reversed
A middle aged man with intellectual disability who had previously received funding for day
programs, respite and personal care supports for 18 years transitioned to the NDIS last year.
A family member contacted IDRS because under the man’s NDIS funding package, he could
afford less than half his previous disability supports and services. He had become isolated and distressed.
He could not understand why he was now confined to his house so often. His family contacted IDRS after
a review of the plan resulted in no additional funding being allocated.
We assisted the family by collating the relevant documents and providing support at the first case
conference with the Administrative Appeal Tribunal (AAT). We applied and were successful in obtaining
legal aid assistance which meant the man had legal representation for the rest of the AAT process.
At the AAT conciliation, the NDIA requested a statement of lived experience from his family and we
helped them prepare this document. Legal Aid negotiated a successful outcome prior to a hearing and
the man was allocated funding that would support him for all his reasonable and necessary supports.
His core funding was increased three fold. The NDIA planner told legal aid that the statement of lived
experience was very persuasive to help them understand what his life is really like.

Increased NDIS funding for therapy negotiated
The family of a preschool child who has autism spectrum disorder, with intellectual disability
and severe language delay contacted IDRS NDIS appeals staff for help. The child was
receiving NDIS funding for therapy supports to help with learning basic skills such as how to speak, how
to play and interact with others and how to regulate his emotions.
The funding provided in the package covered less than one fifth of the therapies recommended by health
professionals. We were able to assist the child and the family with the NDIS Appeals process. We were
also able to assist by applying for CAP funding for legal aid. We had to prove that the case was complex
and novel which was successful. We then advocated alongside the solicitor from Legal Aid throughout the
administrative law process at the Administrative Appeals Tribunal. Following conciliation the NDIA agreed
to more than four times the amount of funding in the original package for therapies.
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Auditor’s Declaration under subdivision 60-40 of the Australian Charities and Not for
Profits Commission Act 2012
To the Committee, Intellectual Disability Rights Service Incorporated.

I declare that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, during the year ended 30th June 2017
there have been no contraventions of the auditor independence requirements as set out in
any applicable code of professional conduct in relation to the audit

Leslie Pines

Registered Company Auditor No. 756

Dared this 27th day of October 2017
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT
TO THE MEMBERS OF
INTELLECTUAL DISABILITY RIGHTS SERVICE INCORPORATED
Opinion
I have audited the accompanying financial report, being a special purpose financial report, of, Intellectual Disability Rights
Service Incorporated which comprises the statement of financial position as at 30 June 2017, Income and Expenditure
Statement, statement of changes in equity and notes to the financial statements including a summary of significant
accounting policies and the Committee Members declaration.
In my opinion, the financial report presents fairly, in all material respects, (or "gives a true and fair view of") the financial
position of, Intellectual Disability Rights Service Incorporated as of 30 June 2017, and of its financial performance and
its cash flows for the year then ended in accordance with the accounting policies described in Note 1 to the financial
statements and the Associations Incorporation Act of New South Wales 2009
Basis for Opinion
I conducted my audit in accordance with Australian Auditing Standards. My responsibilities under those standards are
further described in the Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Report section of my report. I am
independent of the entity in accordance with the ethical requirements of the Accounting Professional and Ethical
Standards Board’s APES 110 Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants (the Code) that are relevant to my audit of
the financial report in Australia. I have also fulfilled my other ethical responsibilities in accordance with the Code.
I believe that the audit evidence I have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for my opinion.
Emphasis of Matter − Basis of Accounting
We draw attention to Note 1 to the financial report, which describes the basis of accounting. The financial report has
been prepared for distribution to members for the purpose of fulfilling Committee’s financial reporting obligations under
the Associations Incorporation Act of New South Wales. As a result, the financial report may not be suitable for another
purpose. My opinion is not modified in respect of this matter.
Responsibilities of Management and Those Charged with Governance for the Financial Report
Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the financial report in accordance with the financial
reporting requirements of the applicable legislation and for such internal control as management determines is necessary
to enable the preparation and fair presentation of a financial report that is free from material misstatement, whether due
to fraud or error.
In preparing the financial report, management is responsible for assessing the entity’s ability to continue as a going
concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters relating to going concern and using the going concern basis of accounting
unless management either intends to liquidate the entity or to cease operations, or has no realistic alternative but to do
so. Those charged with governance are responsible for overseeing the entity’s financial reporting process.
Auditor’s Responsibility for the Audit of the Financial Report
My objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial report as a whole is free from material
misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s report that includes my opinion. Reasonable
assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit conducted in accordance with the Australian
Auditing Standards will always detect a material misstatement when it exists. Misstatements can arise from fraud or error
and are considered material if, individually or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the
economic decisions of users taken on the basis of this financial report.
As part of an audit in accordance with Australian Auditing Standards, I exercise professional judgment and maintain
professional scepticism throughout the audit. I also:
•

•
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Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial report, whether due to fraud or error, design
and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and obtain audit evidence that is sufficient and
appropriate to provide a basis for my opinion. The risk of not detecting a material misstatement resulting from
fraud is higher than for one resulting from error, as fraud may involve collusion, forgery, intentional omissions,
misrepresentations, or the override of internal control.
Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit procedures that are
appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the
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•
•

•

entity’s internal control.
Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates and
related disclosures made by management.
Conclude on the appropriateness of management’s use of the going concern basis of accounting and, based on
the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists related to events or conditions that may cast
significant doubt on the entity’s ability to continue as a going concern. If I conclude that a material uncertainty
exists, I am required to draw attention in my auditor’s report to the related disclosures in the financial report or,
if such disclosures are inadequate, to modify my opinion. My conclusions are based on the audit evidence
obtained up to the date of my auditor’s report. However, future events or conditions may cause the entity to
cease to continue as a going concern.
Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the financial report, including the disclosures, and
whether the financial report represents the underlying transactions and events in a manner that achieves fair
presentation.

I communicate with those charged with governance regarding, among other matters, the planned scope and timing of
the audit and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in internal control that we identify during our
audit.

Leslie Pines Chartered Accountants

Leslie Pines
Dated in Sydney this 27th day of October 2017
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